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Country House Montali, where great vegetarian cuisine is offered in the majestic setting of an Umbrian hilltop.

For most people the world has shrunk to an extraordinary degree over the last decade
thanks to the internet and cheap air travel. Yet for anyone with an unusual diet, such as
vegetarians or vegans, the planet can still seem frustratingly limited. For the millions
of us in that category, getting the right food while on holiday - or not being able to get
it - is a key factor in the choice of destination.

A couple of years ago I was really looking forward to visiting Cuba for the first time
until some friends who had just come back raved about its many joys, but warned that I
should prepare myself for two weeks of a rice and beans diet. Result: a short-notice
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cancellation and £250 charge. Rightly or wrongly, countries with a resolutely meat-
based food culture are now off my travel menu. This may be myopic and self-defeating
as I'd love to explore, for example, eastern Europe. But why pay to go hungry?

Food can also be an incentive to go to certain places. India is fascinating - and the fact
that often 90 per cent of menus are vegetarian, with meat dishes relegated to a brief
footnote, only adds to its attraction. After the Havana no-go, Italy was the obvious
fallback location where the local cuisine would be pleasure and not a pain. On
countless trips overseas, most recently to Seville and Prague, I have sought out the
nearest Italian ristorante and enjoyed choosing between a wide range of tasty veggie-
friendly options, instead of having to settle yet again, with an 'of course that's not a
problem' through gritted teeth, for yet another omelette and chips.

So Italy's first gourmet vegetarian restaurant-hotel, Country House Montali, is almost
holiday heaven for meat-refuseniks. Set in 25 acres on an Umbrian hilltop, it offers top
quality cuisine in majes tic surroundings and is within easy reach of the many delights
of Umbria and southern Tuscany. The only wild boar is in the adjoining forest, not on
your plate.

Montali is nothing like the tofu and lentils vegetarian eaterie of popular stereotype. As
Alberto Mussachio, Montali's garrulous proprietor, says: 'Carnivores often think that
vegetarian food is stodgy and weird, and that the person serving you will have
dreadlocks, be smoking a joint and give you brown rice. But we have brought
vegetarian cuisine to a gourmet level. Anyone who appreciates food will appreciate our
food. You don't have to be philosophically a vegetarian to like it.'

If that sounds like a boast from a proud, self-publicising host, the fact that 60 per cent
of Montali's clientele are carnivores shows they're doing something right. Given the
sheer quality, verve and imagination displayed by the four cooks, led by Alberto's
Brazilian wife Malu, it's easy to see why so many non-vegetarians come. Even Buddy,
the couple's nervous Irish setter, seems happy on a regime of gourmet vegetarian
scraps, albeit supplemented with meat-flavoured dog biscuits.

Ever started the day with a crepe containing pear, banana and honey, or a cold
semolina with everything from dried grapes to coconut in it? I hadn't either. But at
Montali, both tasted great. Cereal, a croissant or scrambled eggs is usually the best
breakfast a travelling veggie can hope for. The kitchen staff have developed most of
their own recipes, which blend interesting elements together in unusual but successful
combinations. They avoid predictable Italian veggie staples such as spaghetti napoli or
risotto ai funghi porcini. The most memorable of several dinners involved asparagus
with a grapefruit sauce to start; timbale alla teramala (five layers of crespelle filled
with zucchini, mushrooms, peas and three different kinds of cheese) as a second course;
then aubergine tart with a parsley and caper sauce, cauliflower tempura and pepper



coulis as the main dish; and to finish off, a tangy delizia al limone. Flavours come
through strongly, but subtly. When food is this fantastico, the fact that it is a set menu
is irrelevant.

Dinner is an occasion. At 8pm everyone gathers for a communal drink outside then
steps inside to eat together, but at their own tables. Alberto takes a huge amount of
pride in the food, attending each table to explain the contents of each course as it
arrives. He doesn't try to convert meat-eating guests to a life without carcasses but he
is passionate to the point of evangelism about Montali's mission: to explode the myths
surrounding vegetarian food and show it too can reach the level of technical excellence
that earns Michelin stars.

The opinion of two carnivorous American guests, John and Lori Maloney, suggests he's
getting there. 'When Lori booked for us to come here I thought I'd be eating lots of rice
and going hungry all the time. But if veggie food was like this normally, I'd be a
convert,' said John, an insurance agent.

'I'd never have thought of putting asparagus and grapefruit together, but it worked',
added Lori. 'We eat less meat than before for health reasons, and experiencing the
wonderful food here makes me want to learn how to cook more like that.'

Others said they had come for a healthy break, the implication being that veggie fare
would help ensure some detoxification. A vegan with a gluten-free diet posed a real
challenge for Malu and her colleagues but with some modifications she ate just as
easily as everyone else.

While food is the main reason to visit Montali, there is also the beautiful green and
brown surrounding countryside, swimming pool, freedom to practise yoga in a studio,
shady 75-minute walks to nearby Lake Trasimeno and complete peacefulness of the
location. The absence of televisions in the stone-floored one-storey accommodation
blocks, each with its own terrace on which to read or sip a glass of wine, adds to the
tranquillity.

You can make up your own mind whether a 70 per cent British clientele - our three
million strong veggie population means we have more meat-avoiders than anywhere
outside India - is a reason to go or not.

Factfile

A seven-night stay at Montali costs from £690 per person from 2 October to 15
October. The price rises to £775 from 18 September to 1 October and in the second half
of October. The price includes half-board accommodation based on two people sharing,
return flights from London Gatwick to Pisa and eight days' car hire with Simply
Tuscany & Umbria (020 8541 2206).

http://www.simplytravel.com/


A taste of the good life: five of the best vegetarian hotels

La Maison du Vert 
Vimoutiers, Normandy

Even the wine is organic at this three-bed veggie guesthouse, which takes pride in
serving freshly prepared and home-made food, with as much organic fare as possible.
Sit down for a meal here and you could find yourself tucking into vegetarian sushi, wild
mushroom and chestnut steak and apples in calvados, all for under €20 (£14.50). There
is always a vegan option on the menu.

Just an hour from the French port of Caen, La Maison du Vert is in the heart of the
Pays d'Auge, with its pretty half-timbered buildings and lots of cheese and cider. If you
get tired of the menu, head into nearby Vimoutiers, where the local speciality is a
whole roasted Camembert on a bed of salad, or go up to the coastal towns of Honfleur,
Deauville and Trouville for really fresh seafood.

Contact: 00 33 233 369584

Price: £32 for a double room for two. Breakfast £4 each, four-course dinner£16.30.

The Hotel Spirit
Bratislava, Slovakia

The exterior of this small modern hotel, below, in central Bratislava is a striking
medley of bold geometric designs. This theme is carried on inside, both in the bright,
simple rooms and the restaurant.

This is a hotel which takes its name seriously: stay here and you may use the
'regeneration pyramid' and choose from a menu designed to get the best out of the
body. The choice, which includes fish and chicken as well as a multitude of veggie
dishes, is divided into sections with food to help the mind, memory and vitality, (for
example, vegetable steak with soya), food for beauty (English vegetables with olives!)
and for strong muscles and joints (oat doughnuts with fruit).

Contact: 00 421 254 777561

Price: £26 a double room for two. Dishes about £1.50 each.

Haus am Watt
Heringsand, Germany

Set on a North Sea dyke about 100 kilometres north-west of Hamburg, this white
thatched cottage with rooms full of dark wood furniture and timbered roofs is run by a
mother and daughter. Dinner includes dishes such as vegetarian goulash with courgette
and tomatoes, a curry of chick peas with couscous, sweetcorn bread and salad and

http://www.maisonduvert.com/
http://www.hotelspirit.sk/hotel
http://www.hausamwatt.de/


cabbage with apples and smoked tofu on ginger sauce. You can take painting courses at
the B&B, or head off to the famous seaside resort of St Peter-Ording, some 20km away.

Contact: 00 49 4833 1811

Price: £50 for two sharing a room, including breakfast. Dinner costs £9pp

Le Rabies 
Saint Privat de Vallongue, Cevennes

Clinging to the hillside 900m above sea level in the heart of the French national park
of the Cevennes is this picturesque fortified slatestone property. Sandwiched between
two rivers, it is run as far as possible on ecological lines. The water is heated by solar
energy and the central heating is wood-fired. All the food is vegan. A typical meal starts
with nettle soup and fresh bread, moving on to a main course of lentils or pasta. All
vegetables are grown in the garden by the Swiss owners. The accommodation is either
a villa or bed and breakfast in the main house, with food cooked in the summer.

Contact: 00 33 466 450127

Price: £29-£40 for two. Breakfast £3.60 each, dinner £12.30.

Avdou Villas
Hersonissos, Crete

In the middle of an organic farming estate brimful of olive, tangerine and apricot trees
is a clutch of small villas sleeping up to 20 people in total. The estate cafe serves
organic food from the farm with lots of fresh vegetables cooked the Mediterranean
way, though meals need to be ordered a day in advance.

The estate is run in an eco-touristic way and owner Manolis is a trained masseur. A 15-
minute drive from the northern coast of the island and 30km from Heraklion airport,
the farm is a perfect base for everything from paragliding and trekking to horse riding
and mountain biking.

Contact: 00 30 28970 51606

Price: £65 in a one-bed villa sleeping two to four. Breakfast €5 each. Dinner £10.85-
£14.50.

· For more vegetarian-friendly breaks, try Vegetarian Vacations.

Jane Knight

http://causses-cevennes.com/Rabies/Vegan-English.htm
http://www.avdou.com/
http://www.vegetarian-vacations.com/bandb.html
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Readers’ tips
Rome: La Ciambella Roma

La Ciambella is a newish restaurant - I think it opened last March. It is located behind
the Pantheon in Rome, tucked away in a peaceful street. Nearly…
Posted by totoska 24 Jun 2013
Venice: Villaggio Europa, Grado

Grado is a sunny, sandy peninsula between Venice and Trieste. It has several
campsites, but the best is Villaggio Europa, with its own stretch of beach…
Posted by lizbou 30 May 2013
Lake Como: Alto Lario

Cruising the steep southern shores it appears that Lake Como is the preserve of the
Clooneys, Bonds and Bransons of this world. Head north of Menaggio…
Posted by marthah 29 May 2013
Torre Del Benaco: Hotel Belvedere and Don Diego's

Torre Del Benaco is a prettier, more relaxing microcosm of the lake's larger, more
expensive resorts. Situated half way up the eastern shore, it has a…
Posted by tonyhulse 29 May 2013
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